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a b s t r a c t

Polyaniline (PAni)-coated reduced multiwall carbon nanotubes (PRMWNTs) and carbon black (CB)-filled
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) composites (PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE) were prepared through a melt
mixing method. Oxidized MWNTs (OMWNTs) were prepared by treating pristine multiwall carbon
nanotubes (MWNTs) with an acid mixture (HNO3:H2SO4), and PAni-coated OMWNTs (POMWNTs) were
synthesized via in-situ polymerization of aniline monomer in the presence of OMWNTs. POMWNTs were
further reduced using hydrazine monohydrate to obtain the PRMWNTs. Fourier transform infrared (FT-
IR) spectra and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) confirmed the formation of PRMWNTs. PRMWNTs
showed significantly improved thermal stability and electrical conductivity comparing to POMWNTs. The
positive temperature coefficient (PTC) behavior of PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites revealed enhanced
PTC intensity and electrical conductivity at room temperature compared to POMWNTs/CB/HDPE com-
posites. The PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composite showed high peak resistivity (301.99 MU-cm) and low
room temperature resistivity compared to the POMWNTs/CB/HDPE composite, and thus showed the
highest PTC intensity value of 6.693 as well as very excellent cyclic stability.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymer-based PTC materials are attracting increasing interest
because they are flexible, low cost and lightweight materials with
good performance [1e6]. PTC materials are employed in various
fields such as self-regulating heaters, current protection devices
and sensors because of their temperature-activated switching
feature [7]. PTC behavior, which indicates a sudden increase in
resistivity at the melting temperature (Tm), can be achieved in
conducting polymer composites by judicious incorporation of
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conducting fillers such as CB, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphite
and metallic particles into an insulating polymer matrix [8e11].
Conducting fillers remain dispersed only in the amorphous region
of the polymer and form conducting networks at low temperature.
As the temperature approaches the Tm of the polymer, the volume
of the polymer expands, and the inter-particle distance become
larger, resulting in an increase in resistivity of the composite due to
destruction of the conducting networks. Above the Tm, conducting
particles in liquid polymer can easily form new conducting net-
works and thus resistivity decreases. PTC effects can be classified by
PTC intensity, PTC behavior, repeatability and room temperature
resistivity. To enhance PTC effects, several approaches such as
cross-linking of the polymer [12,13], surface treatment and inte-
gration of conductive fillers into the insulating polymer [14e18]
have been investigated. Among these, integration of conducting
fillers of CNTs is one of the most promising routes due to the
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exceptional electrical, mechanical, optical and thermal properties
of CNTs [19,20]. In a recent study, HDPE was made by incorporating
a conducting MWNTs filler in the HDPE matrix and showed that
MWNTs/HDPE composite containing only 5.4 wt.% MWNTs had
similar PTC behavior to CB/HDPE composite containing 16 wt.% CB
[21]. PTC effects, including PTC intensity and the reproducibility of
the CB/HDPE composite, were significantly improved by integration
of 0.25 wt% MWNTs [22]. Although MWNTs are excellent fillers for
incorporation in polymeric PTC materials, their application is
limited by their poor dispersion and nanotube/resin interfacial
adhesion induced by strong van der Waals forces and large surface
areas [23]. These problems can be solved by introduction of specific
functional groups on the surfaces of MWNTs via oxidization and
surface modification of the MWNTs. Oxidation of MWNTs occurs
via the destruction of the p-conjugated structure of MWNTs, which
causes a decrease in electrical conductivity [24]. Functionalization
with conducting polymers can increase the compatibility and
electrical conductivity of oxidized MWNTs (OMWNTs). Among
known conducting polymers, PAni is one of the most promising
candidates for fabrication of MWNTs/polymer composites due to its
easy synthesis, low cost and excellent environmental stability
compared to other conducting polymers [25,26]. Furthermore, PAni
doped with dodecyl-benzene-sulfonic acid (DBSA) or camphor
sulfonic acid (CSA) shows excellent compatibility with polyolefin
composites [27]. PAni coating of MWNTs and CB had a noticeable
PTC effect on the resulting HDPE composites compared with
unfunctionalized MWNTs-filled composite [28]. By adding PAni to
CB/LDPE composites, the percolation threshold was lowered and
the composites showed better reproducibility than CB/LDPE com-
posites without PAni [29].

In the present work, MWNTs were oxidized and functionalized
with PAni to obtain POMWNTs through an in-situ polymerization
technique using various amounts of aniline. Then, POMWNTs were
reduced with hydrazine to enhance the electrical conductivity,
resulting in PRMWNTs. The resulting POMWNTs and PRMWNTs
were used to fabricate POMWNTs/CB/HDPE and PRMWNTs/CB/
HDPE composites to investigate effects of the reduction of
POMWNTs on the PTC behavior of their composites.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

HDPE (2600F, melt flow index ¼ 20 g/10 min) was purchased
from Lotte Chemical Co., Korea. CB (particle sizez 24 nm, Hi-Black
420B) and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) (CM-95, diam-
eter 10e15 nm, purity > 95%) were obtained from Korea Carbon
Black Co. and Hanwha-Nano-tech, Korea, respectively. Dodecyl
benzene sulfuric acid (DBSA) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical
Industry, Japan, and ammonium persulfate (APS) was purchased
from SigmaeAldrich, USA. Aniline (purity 99%) was obtained from
Aldrich and prior to use was purified by vacuum distillation. Sul-
furic acid (95%) and nitric acid (60%) were received from Samchun
Pure Chemical Co. Ltd, Korea. Hydrazine hydrates (Sigma Aldrich,
USA) and xylene (Samchun Pure Chemical Co. Ltd, Korea) were used
as-received.

2.2. Oxidation of MWNTs

Pristine MWNTs were poured into a concentrated sulfuric and
nitric acid (3:1) mixture to obtain OMWNTs. The mixture was
sonicated for 20 min and then refluxed at 110 �C for 1 h. The
OMWNTs were washed with DI-water until the pH value reached
around ~7.0, and then filtered. Finally, OMWNTs were obtained
by drying the obtained black mass in a vacuum oven at 60 �C for
24 h.

2.3. Synthesis of POMWNTs by in-situ polymerization

POMWNTs were synthesized by in-situ polymerization of ani-
line monomer in the presence of OMWNTs. Typically, 0.1 g of
OMWNTs was dispersed in 150 mL of a 0.1 (M) aqueous solution of
DBSA via ultrasonication (30 min). Then, the desired amount of
aniline monomer was added with constant stirring. An aqueous
solution of APS (same molality as the aniline monomer) was added
drop-wise into the reaction mixture at constant stirring to initiate
the polymerization of aniline. The reaction mixture was stirred for
an additional 6 h at room temperature. A dark green suspension,
which indicated the formation of the emeraldine salt, was
observed. The obtained product was washed with acetone and DI
water several times to remove impurities such as unreacted
monomer, excess DBSA, oxidant and oligomers. Finally, the
POMWNTs were collected by drying in a vacuum oven at 60 �C for
24 h. The same procedure was used to synthesize different
POMWNTs by varying the weight ratios of OMWNTs and aniline.
The weight ratios of OMWNTs and monomer aniline used to pre-
pare POMWNTs were 90: 10, 80: 20, and 70: 30, and the resulting
products were designated POMWNTs-10, POMWNTs-20, and
POMWNTs-30, respectively. For comparison, pure PAni was syn-
thesized using the same procedure without OMWNTs.

2.4. Preparation of PRMWNTs

Chemical reduction of POMWNTs using hydrazine monohydrate
was carried out to obtain PRMWNTs. POMWNTs (0.1 g) were
dispersed in 50 ml of DI-water by ultrasonication for 30 min. Then,
the mixture was treated with 0.1 mL hydrazine monohydrate at
95 �C for 12 h. The obtained product was filtered and repeatedly
washed with DI water to remove excess hydrazine hydrate. Finally,
PRMWNTs were collected by drying in a vacuum oven at 60 �C for
24 h Scheme 1 shows the processes used to synthesize POMWNTs
and PRMWNTs.

2.5. Preparation of composites

Master batches were prepared by solution mixing the HDPE and
PRMWNTs in xylene at 110 �C for 30 min. The resulting PRMWNTs/
HDPE master batch was melt-mixed with additional HDPE and CB
particles in a Haake mixer (Rheocord 9000, Germany) at 180 �C for
30 min to obtain PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites. Specimens with
a diameter of 10 mm and thickness of 1.2 mm were prepared by
compression-molding at 180 �C under constant pressure for 5 min
using a hot press The POMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites were fabri-
cated using the same procedure. The HDPE and CB composite was
also melt-mixed in a Haake mixer at 180 �C for 30 min and molded
by compression molding as described above.

2.6. Characterization

The morphologies of composites were examined using field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (JSM-670F, JEOL,
Japan) in Jeonju Center of KBSI and high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (FETEM) (FEI Titan G2 60e300, USA, operated
at 80 kV). Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were recorded
using a JASCO FTIR-300E spectrometer (Japan) in the wave number
range of 4000e500 cm�1. Samples were prepared by grinding them
with KBr and making pellets by the compression method. Pure KBr
was used as a reference. Thermogravimetric analysis of samples



Scheme 1. Schematic of the synthesis processes for POMWNTs and PRMWNTs.
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(TGA) was performed using a TGA Q50 (TA instrument, USA) within
the temperature range of 30e800 �C at a heating rate of 10 �C/min
under a nitrogen atmosphere. Electrical conductivity wasmeasured
using a programmable DC voltage/current detector at a constant
voltage of 10 mV. The resistivity of each sample was obtained from
a four-point probe instrument using the following equations:

Resistivity ðrÞðU� cmÞ ¼ pt=ln2ðV=IÞ ¼ 4:53� t � ðresistanceÞ
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ConductivityðsÞðS=cmÞ ¼ 1=r

where t is the thickness of the sample, V is the measured voltage
and I is the source current. Volume resistivity (r) was measured as a
function of temperature using a computerized measurement sys-
tem comprising a programmable oven and Keithley 2000 (USA).
The sample was heated at a rate of 2 �C/min from room tempera-
ture to 190 �C. Prior to resistivity measurements, both sides of the
sample surfaces were coated with silver paste to ensure good
contact between the sample and electrode.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed using a
Q40 system (TA Instruments, USA) with a heating rate of 10 �C/min
from ambient temperature to 170 �C under nitrogen flow. Linear
thermal expansion of composites was measured using TMA Q400
(TA Instruments, USA) under a nitrogen atmosphere. Specimens
with dimensions of 0.5 � 0.5 � 0.1 cm were prepared and experi-
ments were performed at a heating rate of 2 �C/min in the tem-
perature ranging from 40 to 190 �C. The coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) value was calculated from;

CTE ¼ Ls
Lo � DT

here, Ls is the changed length, Lo is the initial length of the prepared
sample, and DT is the change in temperature.
Fig. 1. FT-IR spectra of various (a) POMWNTs and (b) PRMWNTs.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. FT-IR analysis

To characterize and analyze the functional groups in pure PAni,
raw MWNTs, OMWNTs, reduced OMWNTs (RMWNTs), POMWNTs,
and PRMWNTs, FT-IR measurements were carried out, and the
resulting spectra are presented in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The FT-IR
spectrum of raw MWNTs exhibited absorption bands at
3446 cm�1 due to OH stretching in carboxylic acid, 2858 and
2925 cm�1 due to asymmetric and symmetric stretching of CH2,
and 1633 cm�1 due to conjugated C]C stretching [30]. This result
signified that some functional groups were already present on the
surfaces of the raw MWNTs. OMWNTs exhibited new absorption
bands at 1710 cm�1 corresponding to C]O stretching vibrations
and 1168 cm�1 due to the stretching vibration of the CeO bond of
carboxylic acid (eCOOH) [31]. In addition, the OMWNT spectrum
showed a characteristic band at 1396 cm�1 due to theeOH bending
deformation present in COOH [32]. All observations clearly indi-
cated the successful formation of OMWNTs via oxidation of raw
MWNTs. The FT-IR spectrum of POMWNTs was characterized by
absorption bands at 1558 and 1490 cm�1 associated with N¼ Q¼N
stretching (quinoid band) and NeCeN stretching (benzenoid
band), respectively. The absorption peaks at 1295 and 1240 cm�1

were attributed to CeN (eN-benzenoid-N-) and
eN ¼ quinoid ¼ Ne, respectively. In addition, the band at
1122 cm�1 was attributed to sulfonic group (S]O) stretching vi-
brations (arising from the dopant BDSA), and the band at 795 cm�1

to aromatic CeH out-of-plane bending vibrations [33]. From the FT-
IR spectra, it was obvious that PAni was successfully anchored on
the surface of the OMWNTs. In RMWNTs, the peak intensity of the
eCOOH group (1710 cm�1) decreased, but was still present. This
indicated that hydrazine monohydrate was not able to fully remove
oxygen functional groups. PRMWNTs showed both the character-
istic peaks of RMWNTs and PAni. As the PAni content increased, so
did the intensity of the characteristic peaks of PAni in both
POMWNTs and PRMWNTs specimens.
3.2. TGA analysis

To determine the amount of functional groups present in
OMWNTs, POMWNTs, and PRMWNTs, thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) of PAni, raw MWNTs, OMWNTs, POMWNTs, and PRMWNTs
was carried out. The results are presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The
TGA thermogram of raw MWNTs showed minor weight loss up to
500 �C. Weight loss of ~7.7% was observed within the temperature
range of 500e800 �C, which was attributed to amorphous carbon
impurities [34]. A continuous weight decrease of 18.3% up to 800 �C
was observed due to the removal of oxygen-containing functional
groups and amorphous carbon. However, the RMWNTs showed less
weight decrease of 13.5% than OMWNTs due to the removed
functional groups. In contrast, PAni and POMWNTs showed three
weight loss steps. The first weight loss was observed at ~100 �C due
to the removal of water molecules. The second weight loss was
observed in the temperature range of 250e500 �C due to the loss of
lowmolecular weight polymers, oligomers and unbounded dopant
(DBSA). The final weight loss occurred in the temperature range of
500e800 �C due to degradation of the backbone of PAni and
OMWNTs [21,35]. The amount of anchored PAni on the surface of
OMWNTs was calculated from the weight loss and is reported in
Table 1. The amounts of PAni in POMWNTs increased as the aniline



Fig. 2. TGA curves for various (a) POMWNTs and (b) PRMWNTs.

Fig. 3. Electrical conductivities of PAni, OMWNTs, and various contents of POMWNTs
before and after reduction.
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monomer content increased. The amounts of PAni were ranged
from 7.1 to 38.5 wt%. The onset degradation temperature of
PRMWNTs was shifted to a higher temperature than that of
POMWNTs, and PRMWNTs had significantly better thermal stabil-
ity than POMWNTs. This was due to the disappearance of the ma-
jority of oxygen-containing functional groups in PRMWNTs.

3.3. Electrical conductivity

Electrical conductivities of PAni, OMWNTs, and various
POMWNTs and PRMWNTs were measured using a four-point in-
strument. Results are presented in the form of a bar diagram in
Fig. 3. OMWNTs exhibited the highest conductivity of 16.16 S/cm,
whereas PAni had a low conductivity of 0.26 S/cm. The conductivity
Table 1
PAni contents in POMWNTs determined by TGA.

Sample PAni content (wt. %)

OMWNTs e

POMWNTs-10 7.1
POMWNTs-20 16.8
POMWNTs-30 38.5
of POMWNTs decreased continuously with increasing the PAni
content. This result indicated that the amount of PAni coated on the
MWNT surface affected conductivity. However, the conductivity of
POMWNTs was still higher than that of pure PAni. After reduction,
the PRMWNTs exhibited a significant increment in conductivity
due to the removal of insulating oxygen functionalities on the
surface.

HDPE composites with 5, 10, 15 and 25 wt.% CB were prepared
and their room temperature resistivity measured. Log room tem-
perature resistivities are presented in Fig. 4. A dramatic drop in
resistivity of the composites was observed up to 15 wt.% CB. This
phenomenon is normally attributed to the percolation threshold at
which more conducting channels are formed. PTC materials nor-
mally require filler content above this percolation threshold. As the
CB content approached 15 wt.%, more conducting channels started
to form and, therefore, a sharp drop in resistivity was observed
from 1.96 MU-cm at 10 wt.% to 119.81 U-cm at 15 wt.%. These re-
sults indicated that 15 wt.% CB loading was optimum to fabricate
CB/HDPE composite-based PTC materials. CB/HDPE (15/85) com-
posites with various POMWNTs and PRMWNTs contents were
Fig. 4. Log room temperature resistivity of CB/HDPE composite with various CB
contents.
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fabricated to investigate the effects of each component on the PTC
behavior of the composites.
Fig. 6. Log resistivity of various (a) POMWNTs/CB/HDPE and (b) PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE
composites.
3.4. PTC behavior

Log resistivity curves of OMWNTs/CB/HDPE (CB/HDPE ¼ 15/85)
composites with different contents of OMWNTs at various tem-
peratures are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that OMWNTs/CB/HDPE
composites showed only slight changes in resistivity up to 100 �C
with increasing temperature, but a rapid increase above 115 �C. As
the content of OMWNTs increased, room temperature resistivity
decreased from 114.82 to 64.56 U-cm due to the formation of better
conductive channels by bridging of CB fillers with OMWNTs.
However, the maximum PTC intensity (IPTC) value of 5.81 was
observed at 0.25 wt.% OMWNTs loading in CB/HDPE (15/85) com-
posites. This indicated that a further increase in OMWNTs content
in CB/HDPE composites lowered IPTC due to the presence of un-
broken conducting channels during volume expansion [17,18].
Hence, the CB/HDPE composite with 0.25 wt.% OMWNTs was
chosen for further investigation.

POMWNTs/CB/HDPE and PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites
(weight ratios of 0.25/15/85) were fabricated and their PTC
behavior with temperature are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). Similarly,
the same amounts of OMWNTs (0.25 wt.%), POMWNTs-10,
POMWNTs-20, POMWNTs-30, RMWNTs (0.25 wt%), PRMWNTs-
10, PRMWNTs-20 and PRMWNTs-30 were introduced into CB/
HDPE (15/85) composites. The room temperature resistivity of
POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE was much lower than those of CB/HDPE
and OMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites. This may be due to the pro-
moting the formation of conducting channels of PAni in the
OMWNTs network. However, for POMWNTs-20/CB/HDPE and
POMWNTs-30/CB/HDPE composites, the room temperature re-
sistivity increased with increasing the PAni content. This may be
due to an increase in thickness of the PAni coating layer on
POMWNTs. PRMWNTs-20/CB/HDPE composite showed the lowest
resistivity among the composites tested. To investigate the PTC
behavior of POMWNTs/CB/HDPE and PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE com-
posites, the resistivity of composites was measured at various
temperatures. The log resistivity curves with temperature are
shown in Fig. 6 and summarized in Table 2. All composites showed
very similar trends in PTC behavior with temperature to the
OMWNTs/CB/HDPE composite (Fig. 5). The PTC intensity (IPTC) of
Fig. 5. Log resistivities of OMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites with different contents of
OMWNTs at various temperatures.
the composites ranged from 4.969 to 6.693 (Table 2). PRMWNTs/
CB/HDPE composites had lower room resistivity and higher PTC
intensities than the POMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites with the
same amount of filler. PAni coating of OMWNTs decreased the
surface free energy of OMWNTs, which promoted better inter-
action between the filler and HDPE [29]. Some conducting paths
in the composites would probably be broken during the
Table 2
Resistivity and PTC intensities of the composites.

Type of fillers added into CB/HDPE rRT
a rmax

b (�106) IPTCc

e 199.95 12.94 5.033

OMWNTs 87.70 56.10 5.806
POMWNTs-10 62.66 122.18 6.290
POMWNTs-20 73.96 30.13 5.610
POMWNTs-30 83.37 7.76 4.969
RMWNTs 82.60 118.57 6.157
PRMWNTs-10 61.23 301.99 6.693
PRMWNTs-20 47.86 63.68 6.124
PRMWNTs-30 80.35 18.40 5.360

a Room temperature resistivity.
b Maximum resistivity.
c PTC intensity as the ratio of log (rmax/rRT).



Fig. 7. PTC behaviors of (a) POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE and (b) PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE for
repeated 4 heating and cooling cycles test.

Fig. 8. DSC thermograms for (a) heating and (b) cooling cycles of HDPE and its
composites.
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expansion of the polymer, which makes longer distances be-
tween conducting particles. An increase of the amount of PAni
helped to prolong forming the conducting networks between
fillers at high temperature due to the presence of the conducting
media around fillers. Thus, it causes higher peak resistivity with
increasing the amount of PAni. Hydrazine treatment of
POMWNTs restored the p-conjugated structure, resulting in the
activation of the surface-free energy of PRMWNTs, and thus an
increase in PTC performance. The PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE compos-
ites showed higher IPTC values than POMWNTs/CB/HDPE com-
posites. Among POMWNTs composites, POMWNTs-10 composite
exhibited the highest IPTC value of 6.290. Same as POMWNTs-10
composite, PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composite also showed the
highest IPTC value of 6.693.

The cyclic stability of the composites was also monitored for
POMWNT-10/CB/HDPE and PRMWNT-10/CB/HDPE composites
through four repeated heating and cooling cycle tests, as shown in
Fig. 7. For both composites, a slight change after the first cycle was
observed. Almost constant room temperature resistivity was
observed, but the peak resistivity became a little higher after the
first cycle due to the stabilized structures of the composites. From
the second cycle, the PTC curves of PRMWNT-10/CB/HDPE com-
posite showed very similar behaviors, indicating that the composite
had an excellent repeatability. This phenomenon might be due to
stabilization of the HDPE crystalline structures in the composites by
heat treatment and annealing [36,37], which was confirmed by the
DSC results (Fig. 8).
3.5. DSC analysis

DSC study of the composites was performed to study the effects
of the fillers on thermal behavior and to analyze PTC behaviors of
the composites. The DSC results obtained for pure HDPE and its
composites are shown in Fig 8. Pure HDPE and composites films had
almost the same meting temperature, indicating that the Tm is not
affected by the addition of fillers. However, the crystallization
temperature (Tc) of the composites was shifted to a temperature
slightly higher (2 �C) than that of pure HDPE. This indicated that
crystallization of HDPE was hampered by the presence of fillers
[34]. DSC thermograms of POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE and PRMWNTs-
10/CB/HDPE composites were also measured for 4 repeated heating
cycles as shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), respectively. The Tm of both
composites in the 2nd heating cycle was shifted to a lower tem-
perature than that obtained after the 1st heating cycle, indicating a
decrease in crystal size and destruction of the pseudo-transition
behavior of HDPE. For 2nde4th heating cycles, both composites



Fig. 9. DSC thermograms for (a) POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE and (b) PRMWNTs-10/CB/
HDPE composites for repeated 4 heating cycles.
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show the same Tm, indicating stabilization of the crystalline phase
of the composites. This explained the good PTC repeatability of the
melt characteristics of the composites after the 1st heating cycle.
This type of phenomenon has been also reported in low molecular
weight polyethylene/ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
blends [38,39]. The DSC results for HDPE and its composites ac-
cording to the number of heating and cooling cycles are summa-
rized in Tables 3 and 4. Pure HDPE had the crystallinity (Xc) of 68.3%
and enthalpy (DHm) of 167.5 J/g; while in the CB/HDPE composites,
these values decreased to 64.56% and 134.6 J/g, respectively,
calculated from DSC curves for the 2nd heating cycle. This may be
due to the change in the crystal size of HDPE in the presence of CB
Table 3
Melt characteristics of HDPE and its composites obtained by DSC for 4 heating cycles.

Sample First scan Second scan

Tm (�C) DHm (J/g) Tm (�C) DHm (J/

HDPE 128.5 147.1 128.3 167.5
CB/HDPE 128.5 131.7 146.5 128.5 134.6
POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE 127.8 131.4 147.1 128.5 137.6
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE/ 128.1 131.4 146.0 128.5 140.7

Crystallinity was calculated from the ratio of the measured DHm(second scan) of the com
particles. The Xc and DHm of POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE and
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composites were higher than those of the
CB/HDPE composites. The highest Xc and DHm values were 67.48%
and 145 J/g for PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE.
3.6. Morphology

HRTEM and FE-SEM characterizations of CB/HDPE and
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE were carried out and results were pre-
sented in Figs. 10 and 11. The CB particles shown in Fig. 10(a) were
slightly aggregated in the HDPE matrix. However, during melt
mixing, the viscous HDPE chains enter between the agglomerated
CB particles, enabling separation of the agglomerated CB particles.
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composite showed better dispersion in the
HDPE matrix than CB/HDPE composite due to the better dispersion
of PAni coated particles, as shown in Fig.10 (b). Themorphologies of
the fractured surfaces of CB/HDPE and the PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE
composite are significantly different, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b).
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composite had a rougher surface than CB/
HDPE due to better dispersion of fillers and the presence of MWNTs
with high aspect ratio.
3.7. Thermal expansion

The coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of pure HDPE and
its composites were measured by TMA and results are presented
in Fig. 12. A sudden change in thermal expansion was observed in
the Tm region of HDPE (temperature range of around 131e133 �C)
due to a sudden decrease in viscosity of the polymer, which
caused an increase in segmental motion of the polymer chain in
the melt state. Furthermore, the CTE values of the composites
were lower than those of pure HDPE. Relatively low CTE filler
values compared with those of HDPE indicated that the filler acted
as a barrier to thermal expansion of the polymer composites. We
also noted that the PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composite had a
higher CTE value than POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE. This phenomenon
can be explained by better activation of the segmental motion of
HDPE chains by phonon mode vibration and Brownian motion of
the PRMWNTs compared to POMWNTs [40]. It is well established
that PTC behavior is related to the thermal expansion of the
polymer used in the composite [41e43], but we found a difference
between the PTC behavior and thermal expansion. CTE values
increased continuously as the temperature increased, whereas the
resistivity of the composites did not show any remarkable change
up to 100 �C, but rather a sudden increase around the melting
temperature. As the inter-particle distance in the composite
increased continuously due to thermal expansion, electron
transfer was hampered. FESEM analysis of CB/HDPE and the
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE composite provided an insight into filler
distribution and demonstrated the existence of small voids in the
HDPE matrix. The voids between HDPE and fillers may have been
caused by incomplete adhesion, and thus increased the resistivity
and instability of the PTC materials. These voids would have been
Third scan Fourth scan Crystallinity (Xc) (%)

g) Tm (�C) DHm (J/g) Tm (�C) DHm (J/g)

128.3 165.5 128.3 166.1 68.30
128.3 134.5 128.2 135.0 64.56
128.3 138.7 128.2 138.8 65.99
128.5 140.2 128.5 141.1 67.48

posites to DHm0 of 100% crystalline polyethylene (245.3 J/g) [14].



Table 4
Melt characteristics of HDPE and its composites obtained by DSC for 4 cooling cycles.

Sample First scan Second scan Third scan Fourth scan

Tc (�C) DHc(J/g) Tc (�C) DHc(J/g) Tc (�C) DHc(J/g) Tc (�C) DHc(J/g)

HDPE 115.2 161.9 115.1 165.0 115.1 165.7 115.1 166.3
CB/HDPE 117.4 139.1 117.4 141.2 117.4 141.3 117.5 141.0
POMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE 117.3 142.4 117.4 143.4 117.4 143.0 117.4 143.7
PRMWNTs-10/CB/HDPE 117.3 144.4 117.4 145.8 117.4 145.3 117.4 145.0

Fig. 10. HRTEM images of (a) CB/HDPE and (b) PRMWNT-10/CB/HDPE composites.

Fig. 11. FE-SEM images of (a) CB/HDPE and (b) PRMWNT-10/CB/HDPE composites.
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expanded with increasing temperature and resulted in compos-
ites with different CTE values, leading to fluctuation in PTC
behavior [44,45]. Above the melting temperature, the sudden
decreases in CTE values of samples were observed, and thus
caused the sudden decease in resistivity.
4. Conclusions

OMWNTs were prepared by oxidizing pristine MWNTs with an
acid mixture (HNO3:H2SO4). POMWNTs were prepared by in-situ
polymerization of PAni in the presence of OMWNTs by varying
the weight ratio of OMWNTs and PAni. POMWNTs was reduced by
treating hydrazine hydrate to obtain PRMWNTs. FT-IR and TGA
results confirmed the successful formation of OMWNTs,
POMWNTs, and PRMWNTs. TGA thermograms of POMWNTs and
PRMWNTs confirmed the amount of PAni coated on the surface. The
electrical conductivity of PRMWNTs was higher than that of
POMWNTs. The Xc and DHm values of the PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE
composites in DSC analysis were higher than those of the
POMWNTs/CB/HDPE and CB/HDPE composites. The PRMWNTs-10/
CB/HDPE composite had a higher CTE value than POMWNTs-10/CB/
HDPE composite. The reduced PRMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites
showed lower room temperature resistivity and higher PTC in-
tensity than POMWNTs/CB/HDPE composites. PRMWNTs-10/CB/
HDPE composite also showed the highest PTC intensity of 6.693
as well as very excellent repeatability.



Fig. 12. CTE values of pure HDPE and its composites at various temperatures.
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